Abstract-Several novel devices under development in our laboratories to ultimately realize a micro robotic system for single cell nano-scale probing, injection, imaging and surgery is described in this paper. Thus far, we have 1) developed MEMS polymer grippers that can be actuated under water with very large deflection and are capable of gripping 500um embryonic cells in water with ~2V input; 2) developed a probe-etching technique to controllably shape fiber probes into various tip geometries, i.e., fibers with initial diameter of 125um were sharpened into tips with angles ranging from <2.7 -9.7 o and with nano-scale tip diameters of <1um; 3) developed a novel PVDF force sensing system with resolution in the sub-uN range for applications in bio-manipulation, bio-injection, and potentially single cell surgery. Details of these technologies are discussed in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Potential applications for micro-robotics with growing interest are cell manipulation/isolation, and micro injection (e.g., see [1] ). For example, biologists usually use pipettes for cell isolation prior to carrying out micro injection. However, the functionality of this method is limited by the size of the cells, i.e., the cells cannot be too small compared to the pipette; otherwise, a bundle of cells could be drawn into the pipette at once. In addition, the pipette cannot be used to rotate individual cells, a function which is highly desirable during a micro injection process. To address these problems, we are currently developing an on-chip micro-gripper system that can be eventually used to manipulate and isolate cells controllably, and enable localized cell probing and measurement. The design, working principle, and experimental results of the individual micro grippers for this system are described in Section II.
On the other hand, the fabrication of micro/nano scale probes/micropipettes has become essential in intracellular surgery. The size of micro probes is a major limitation for micro-cellular surgery. For example, to investigate the DNA or small biological tissues in medical sciences, a probe with ultrasmall tip diameter is needed. The micropipette has been used in the past but existing applications are limited by its size.
Currently, the micropipette is being used in two major ways: 1) to transport microelectrodes into cells to obtain electrical signal, and 2) to inject fluid/substance into cells. Thus, improved technologies for cell sensing, manipulation, or injection could be realized by minimizing the tip size of micropipettes or probes. In terms of probe tip resolution, the techniques developed for Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy (SNOM, invented in 1984) has already proved that high-aspect-ratio tips can be shaped to spatial resolution down to sub-100nm [2] . This promising technique not only makes possible a nanometric tip resolution for mechanical cell-surgery, but also provides potentially a very interesting tool for optically based imaging and detection inside cells. Currently, SNOM fiber probes are produced by mechanical pulling and chemical etching [3] . Yet, there are limited mechanisms which can easily realize a large range of fabricated probe angles. In Section III, we will describe a technique invented in our laboratory to controllable shape optical fibers into submicron probe-tips.
However, to ultimately enable single-cell surgery, conventional micro-robotic technologies must also be improved to allow precise and well-controlled movement of nano-tips that are used to probe, cut, or image entities inside biological cells. Micro-scale robotics and assembly research is currently a topic that is gaining much interest in the robotics community. For instance, various sensing mechanisms and control schemes were developed by Arai et al., 1996 [4] , and Carrozza et al., 2000 [5] to improve micro-assembly and bio-manipulation techniques. Nevertheless, it is evident that no single micro-assembly and bio-manipulation technology stands out as being the most promising method since effective methods on micro force sensing and control are still lacking. In Section IV, we will describe a high-resolution, large dynamic range sensing system built in our laboratory using piezoelectric sensing material (i.e., PVDF). This system has allowed us to micro-assemble surface MEMS structures with significant improvement in yield over conventional micro-manipulation systems. We have also used this system to study the impact force between probes and cell membranes due to different probe geometries. The experimental results of this study will also be presented in this paper.
II. UNDERWATER MICRO CELL GRIPPER
Although many MEMS actuators exist already they are all hindered by one or more of the following factors when actuation in biological fluids is required: small displacement, small force output, large power consumption, large voltage requirement, and bio-incompatibility. Therefore, thermal actuators were considered by some researchers to operate in solution-based environments. However, even though thermal actuators can produce larger force and deflection than other types of MEMS actuators, they require higher power to actuate. Hence, the major problems for underwater actuation using thermal actuators are: 1) they require relative high power input, and consequently will dissipate enough heat energy to the aqueous environment that may kill biological cells; 2) they required more than 2V actuation voltage, which will induce electrolysis in the solution environment. For a survey of MEMS micro grippers, including electrostatic, hydraulic, thermal, can chemically driven actuators, that were intended for underwater actuation to grasp biological cells, [6] can be referenced.
A. Tri-Layer Thermal Actuator
We have improved conventional thermal actuators significantly in terms of power consumption and actuation voltage by using Parylene C (a polymer material) as the structural material to fabricate underwater micro grippers. The structural composition of this actuator is illustrated in Figure 1 . The fabrication process for this tri-layer thermal actuator using Parylene is also given in [6] .
Conventional MEMS thermal actuators require relatively high actuation power in aqueous media because much of the input power is dissipated in the form of heat by: 1) conduction to the substrate by the small contact area between the substrate and the actuator (anchor), and 2) convection to the surrounding fluid environment. For the anchor, since the conduction path to the substrate is very short, i.e., a few microns of thin film thickness, thus, the heat conduction rate becomes faster and more energy input is required. In addition, for actuation in aqueous environment, heat loss to liquid is much greater than that to the air, i.e., the convective heat coefficient of water is ~40 times higher than that of air. For our actuator, Parylene C is used to encapsulate a thin film metal heater, resulting in a tri-layered thermal actuator. Parylene C is bio-compatible, has excellent thermal and electrical insulation proprieties, and has a much large coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) than typical metals. All these factors make Parylene C a much more ideal material for creating large-deflection and low-power underwater actuators than typical MEMS thin film materials such as SiO 2 , Si 3 N 4 , and polysilicon. However, the drawback is that Parylene C melts at ~180°C, which is a much lower temperature than for most common MEMS materials. Hence, a key part of our project was to develop a micro fabrication process to realize the tri-layer thermal actuator structure using Parylene C.
B. Experimental Results
There are two methods to induce a temperature change in the thermal actuators: 1) passing a current through the resistive heater to increase actuator temperature, and 2) changing the temperature of the medium which surrounds the actuators to heat them up.
B.1 Actuation by Applied Voltage
The actuators were tested in DI water by applying a voltage potential across the heating resistor encapsulated in the Parylene layers. The resistance of the platinum heater was measured to be ~90Ω. The dimension of the actuator tested was 2mm × 100µm × 0.6µm. The voltage was varied from 0V to 3V (power input of ~100mW at 3V). It was found that bubbles were generated when the applied voltage was greater than 1.8V (electrolysis); but we have found that by depositing Parylene on metal surfaces, the number of bubbles that are generated by electrolysis can be significantly reduced. The thermal actuators were driven with square wave input and were observed to respond up to 3 Hz with full deflection in liquid medium. 
B.2 Actuation by Heating Fluidic Environment
For actuation by increasing the fluidic medium temperature, the temperature of the water was raised from 23 o C to around 60 o C by a hotplate. Danio rerio follicles with diameters ranging from 500µm to 1mm were captured using this actuation method. We have also developed a multi-finger gripper to demonstrate cell grasping as shown in Fig. 2 . An advantage of using this actuation technique is that only external thermal energy needs to be applied to the medium, and therefore the actuators can be actuated without electrolysis. Full characterization on the performance of this polymer actuator is underway in our lab. The estimated actuation force of this actuator is given in [7] . 
NANOMETRIC PROBES
In this section, we present a novel probe fabrication process developed in our laboratory, which we will refer to as the KL Method [8] , due to the lack of a better name. The fabrication process combines a sacrificial boundary etching technique with a well known and simple chemical probe etching process (Turner's Method [9] ). A simple etching process was introduced by Turner using pure Hydrofluoric (HF) acid and organic solvent to fabricate small probe tips from optical fibers. Interfacial meniscus formed between an organic solvent layer and HF which was employed to etch the fibers. Inspired by this discovery, KL Method introduces glass tubing as the sacrificial barrier to Turner's Method to etch the stripped fiber. During etching, HF continues to etch away the inner wall of the glass tubing, so the interfacial meniscus keeps falling. As a result, the final probe formed has a long taper and a pointed tip. To control the probe profile, we can simply adjust initial HF height in the glass tubing.
For a detailed description of the KL etching process, [10] can be referenced. A KL probe fabricated using the KL process is compared with a Turner's probe and an AFM tip as shown in Figure 3 . KL probes have much smaller tip angle and longer taper than the conventional Turner probes used for SNOM. Intuitively, this implies that KL probes can be used to probe or dissect biological cells with much less mechanical resistance on the cell membranes. The taper-length of a KL probe can be longer than 2mm, which is much longer than a typical Turner probe, which is just 332.5µm as limited by Turner's process. The tip diameter is another difference in the profiles of KL probes and Turner's probes. By using the p-xylene and HF etching, typical tip diameter of Turner probe is about 1µm. However, tip diameters ranging from 500nm to 1.5µm can be obtained for KL probes. KL method was also applied to fabricate micropipettes (with inner diameter of 2µm), which will allow biologists to conduct experiments with much smaller cells than Turner probes. A KL pipette is shown in the inset of Figure 3 . Its inner tip diameter is about 5.5µm and outer tip diameter is about 6.5µm. The cavity at its tip-end is enlarged due to HF diffusing into the cavity during the KL process.
IV. PVDF MICRO FORCE SENSING SYSTEM
We have also developed a novel force and force rate sensor system to advance applications in micro-assembly and bio-manipulation using an in situ PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) piezoelectric sensor. Examples of applications for this system include MEMS microassembly, IC packaging, bio-manipulation, bio-injection, and micro-surgery. To allow close monitoring of magnitude and direction of micro forces (adhesion, surface tension, friction, and assembly forces) acting on micro entities during manipulation, PVDF ploymer films were used to fabricate highly sensitive 1-D and 2-D sensors to detect real-time micro force and force rate information during the manipulation process. Combining the sensor with a custom-built electronic circuit, micro contact force/impact signal can be extracted efficiently to greatly improve the reliability of micro-manipulation. The sensor system has a resolution in the range of sub-µ N and can be applied effectively to develop a technology on the forcereflection microassembly of surface MEMS structures or for cellular probing, injection, and manipulation. An illustration of the design of an 1-D PVDF sensor with a probe attached to it and a photo of the actually implementation of this system on a micromanipulation station is shown in Figure 4 .
The basic relationship between the output voltage and the micro contact force rate for a 1-D sensor is given as:
where λ and B are constants that depend on the electrical parameters and mechanical dimensions of the PVDF sensor. Details of the design and performance of our PVDF sensing systems are given in [11] .
Excessive force is one of the factors that kill cells during probe penetration of biological tissues. We compared the Turner and KL probes by attaching them to the PVDF sensing system, an used them to probe and penetrate cells under the control of a 3-axis micro-manipulator (Figure 4 ). Force signals acquired from probing unfertilized egg cells of Danio rerio (with diameter ranging from 500µm to 1mm) were collected and analyzed. Manipulation velocity of the probe may cause different impact force as well as inertia force on the sensing system. The key steps during the cell probing experiments are illustrated in Figure 5 . Signals in the various stages of the probing process were recorded and are also shown in the same figure. Basically, two large-amplitude vibration signals were found due to the change in inertia force when the probe started to move and stopped from moving. When a Turner Probe touched the cell membrane (Figure 5a ), the signal amplitude increased suddenly, which corresponded to the impact force on the membrane. Then, the signal dropped because the probe penetrated the cell membrane (Figure 5a ). These experiments clearly indicate that the PVDF sensing system is sensitive enough to pick up the cell-probing signals. The probe was then drawn out of the cell (Figure 5b ). When the probe started to move, the signal dropped because the frictional force between the cell and the probe moved the PVDF sensing element in the reverse direction of the probe withdrawing motion. After the probe moved to a certain distance, it left the cell membrane, and the force exerted on the probe decreased, then a consequent rise in the signal was observed. Similar experiments were carried out using KL probes. Since KL probes are much "sharper" than Turner Probes, i.e., they have much smaller tip angle and much longer taper length than Turner Probes, so by intuition, KL probes should penetrate cells with less mechanical resistance. The signal obtained from our experiments validated this conjecture. As shown in Figure 5c and 5d, both the penetration and extraction signals are much lower than when Turner Probes that were used. Hence, KL probes will cause less damage to a cell during a cell probing/injection process.
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Cell on an agarose dish PVDF sensor Probe V. CONCLUSION Three novel tools that will eventually enable sing-cell nanoscale surgery are presented in this paper: 1) polymer based MEMS underwater grippers that can be actuated with about 2V input voltage and operate under 60 o C temperature; these grippers where demonstrate to grasp live egg cells in aqueous environment; 2) nanometric scale probes and pipettes with tip angle of <3 o which are etched by a novel sacrificial boundary etching technique; 3) piezoelectric micro force sensing system that allows the detection of µN range impact force during micromanipulation processes such as surface MEMS assembly and biological cell probing. Using this sensing system, probes fabricated by the sacrificial etching process were shown to penetrate through cell membranes with much less mechanical resistance. The tools described in this paper are some of the critical technologies that will ultimately allow precise and reliable single-cell surgery operations. 
